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Backwards Find

You couldn't ask more from a late winter's day in February in the Mojave desert: clear sky, 70 degree temperatures, the
gentlest of breezes and... GOLD! As most of you know, I like to hunt club claims and find that by maneuvering my coil
between rocks and bushes I can sometimes pick out a nugget or five or six that others have missed. On this particular
day, I was doing my usual thing picking off nuggets up to 1/2 gram in size. But my prospecting partner, instead of skim-
ming along the surface, seemed to be lingering extra long in just one place. In fact, he was practically camped on this
single spot, digging, detecting, recovering... repeat. It occurred to me that he might have found a cluster of extra tiny
nuggets: the type that only his Gold Bug 2 can pick up. Or maybe he was having trouble pinpointing the responses his
detector was giving him. Whatever it was, I knew I had better stay busy if I were to keep up. Of course I became so en-
grossed in what I was doing that I failed to notice that for a full 2 hours my partner had been trying to get my attention to
come join him. And he was in a bit of a dilemma about this... on the one hand he could leave his spot and come get me
(running the risk of other nearby nuggetshooters jumping his hole) or he could yell to me to come over (thereby signal-
ing to everyone around that there was something worthwhile to be had). Well, he did neither but chose to wait until I
finally noticed his subtle gesturing and walked over to see what was up. I was surprised to see that he had a two foot
deep hole going and had already collected up about 15 grams worth of nuggets... as for myself, I was barely over 1
gram for my day's efforts. Seeing as I was swinging a Gold Bug Pro and being in close proximity wouldn't interfere with
his Gold Bug 2, he suggested that I dig a hole about 10 feet away from him to see if I might find a similar pocket. It was
late in the day and I was already a bit wore out, so I was not looking forward to digging in the blind hope of hitting a pay
streak. But dig I did (and without the benefit of a detector signal mind you), picking my way through the bedrock, my
hope of hitting a gold bearing pocket fading with the late afternoon sun. As soon as I got under the bedrock and into a
soft layer I stuck the coil of my detector into the hole... Wham! A solid zeet, zeet from the side of the hole greeted my
ears, and turning the discriminator function on yielded a solid 47 (gold indication) on the VDI readout. I furiously started
pulling material out of the side wall and putting it in my scoop. It didn't take long to discover that the source of the
scream was from a one ounce chunk of rock. Almost no gold was immediately visible due the rock being encased in a
hardened caliche crust, but one corner gave away its secret: an exposed area of yellow metal indicating that this was
indeed a temporary treatment for my gold fever! I wanted to jump up and down, but because of the other detectorists in
the area, I had to play it cool: the prize was slipped quietly into my pouch with no celebration. It was only upon later in-
spection that I could see this rock was ribboned with gold! The total weight was just over an ounce, and with some
cleaning, it will end up under an ounce. But still, finding a specimen piece of this size was a real treat. Oh yeah... the
hole held a couple more tiny nuggets and nothing else. So I guess this was sort of a backwards find: Instead of beeping
a target and digging a hole, I dug a hole and then beeped the target... gold is indeed where you find it!

Lucky Joe

Before dirt and
caliche removal
(22.78 grams)

After removal
(4.55 grams of
mostly gold!)
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MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

50/50 drawing: $85 to Bill Hawkins
Membership Drawing: $25 to Dean CHapman
Best Overall: Vladimir Khachatryan
Best M/M Gold Item: Vladimir Khachatryan
Best M/M Silver Item: Bill Samarin
Best Coin: Greg LaFrinere
Best Natural Gold: Robert Sulatycky
Most Unusual: Martin Milas
Honorable Mentions: Robert Biglay, Barbara Bradbury,
Dany Carol, Lucky Joe Chmiel, Marty Hagbery, Vickie Hays,
Ray Kender, Darrel Parsley, Bill Sokoloff, Nancy Waters.
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Calendar of Club Events
 March 15: Club Awards Presentations
 March 15:: Sign-ups for April’s “Special” Barstow outing
 April 27: Coin hunt (Details will be in the April TN)

Warning
There is a potentially fatal situation underway on the Red
Chispa Claim. The red wall at the top of the claim is being
undercut to the point where someone is going to get hurt, or
more likely, killed. Please realize that a prospector lost his life
last year on a nearby claim when a cave-in occurred on top
of him. The similar work being conducted on the Red Chispa
is setting up for the same tragic results. Pleeeeease use
common sense and realize that no amount .of gold is worth
losing your life over. Be safe out there!

Joe Chmeil

Sign Up For Informal Outing To Private Claim April 6th and 7th

At the March 15th Meeting Ray Garcia will conduct a sign up for a special invitational outing at
a privately held claim north of Barstow. This 80 acre claim is named the Desert Queen Bee. It has
limited parking access. Therefore, only a limited number of PCSC members will be selected from
the sign up. Priority will be given to members who own equipment capable of fine gold recovery,
since this is the type of gold most often encountered. For example, members who own a battery
powered trommel capable of processing minus 8 materials and/or a Gold Exorcist filter machine will
be given top priority. Next priority will go to owners of battery-powered puffers or battery powered re
-circulating sluices or wheels. A tentative limit of 6 invitees is scheduled. If a greater number sign
up, then a drawing of names will determine the invitees. All who participate must sign hold harmless
waivers. Directions and other details will be available from Ray Garcia who is one of the co-owners
of this excellent claim. A BIG THANK YOU is in order for making this generous opportunity to pro-
spect on a private claim available to PCSC members.



The Coil Chronicles

Great Treasure Hunt Murders

Just when you were starting to get comfortable
with the leisure activity of treasure hunting, I decided to rattle your

cage a little by discussing a few of the numerous instances in which buried
treasure has been related to murder. Think I’m kidding? Let’s see………….

First, there is the infamous case of the Mexican payroll heist of 1836. Alleg-
edly, 9 conspirators were involved in the crime, but that was just too many for
the greedy few. So they murdered two of their members, and then promptly for-
got where they had buried the treasure!

Then there was the Michigan saloon keeper who was murdered in 1895 after he
buried his fortune somewhere on his farm. It seems the murders forgot to ask him the
exact location, and so they dug, and dug, and dug...the whereabouts remain unknown
to this day.

Third is the brutal case of Ed "The Polack" Kravenski, who was involved in a differ-
ent form of treasure...high quality bootleg liquor. In 1922 he stole and buried about 2
thousand cases of the liquid gold, after which he was promptly found with his throat
cut.

One of my favorite treasure/murder combination dates back to the Civil War. It
seems the Northern Army was transporting kegs of gold coins across the Oklahoma
region when they were captured by Confederate troops. Word must have spread be-
cause somewhere near the Blue River a group of bandits caught up with the unlucky
Confederates, and murdered all of them. The gold was never seen again, so it is pre-
sumed to still be buried somewhere in the Blue River vicinity of Oklahoma.

Now, I am sure you are thinking, “Well those are all old cases...nothing like that
could happen in these modern times.” Wrong! Just last month, possible illicit treasure
hunters were found murdered near the grounds of an Indian Buddhist shrine. Nobody
has been arrested, but it is presumed that informal guardians of the shrine were tak-
ing it upon themselves to discourage local treasure digging in the most extreme way.

So the next time you take your detector in hand, and cast your eyes downward as
you begin your swinging rhythm, remember that someone may be waiting, and watch-
ing, and just a little envious of every find you scoop up! Your Editor

NOTE: This article was written for fun...Keep enjoying our favorite hobby….No worries, really!

Precious Metals Corner*
Gold: $1,576
Silver: $28.57
Platinum: $1,574

*Pricing valid at time of publication

Coin of the Month
Thinking about detecting in the
Med? The island of Crete had
it’s own coinage in 1900, before
being ceded to Greece. This 10
Lepta coins would be a nice find.
In XF condition it goes for $350+



PCSC PROPOSED CONSTITUTION & BYLAW CHANGES

CONSTITUTION, Article III, MEMBERSHIP, SECTION 1, page 1.

SECTION 1. The number of Regular (Single/Family) members in the Club shall not be limited. [to five hundred (500).]

CONSTITUTION: Article III, MEMBERSHIP, D. Lifetime, page 2.

...A point shall be defined as one year’s service, per person, in one of the above positions with the exception of Curator, [Historian]..........

CONSTITUTION: Article V, STANDING COMMITTEES, SECTION 2, page 3.

Standing committees shall consist of a Chairperson and/or committee people for each of the following:...... [Christmas Baskets],.......
[Historian],........ [PLP Delegate].........
Prospecting Field Trip....Treasure Hunt Field Trip.

BYLAWS: Article I, SECTION 2, VICE PRESIDENT, NEW SECTION C., page 4.

C. The Vice President shall be in charge of the Find of the Month awards and prepare and count the ballots.

BYLAWS: Article II, DUTIES OF THE STANDING COMMITTEES: SECTION 4, CHRISTMAS BASKETS; SECTION 9, HISTORIAN; SEC-
TION 14, PLP DELEGATE.

[Propose to delete Christmas Baskets, Historian, PLP Delegate.]

BYLAWS: Article VII, RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECTION 5, page 15, 16.

SECTION 5. The Club shall have a Find of the Month award.........Finds found in December may be displayed at the January regular meeting.
[and the winner shall be considered for the Find of the Year award.

C. The winners of the Best All Around Display,.....A [10 cent] silver coin shall be awarded to all other entrants.

BYLAWS: Article VII, RULES AND REGULATIONS, SECTION 11, Free December Drawing, page 16.
SECTION 11. Free December drawing. [The tickets are allotted to one ticket per family, per general membership meeting attended in the
preceding year.] Each member is allotted one free ticket upon arrival. For service to the Club during that year, each officer, board member and
standing committee chairperson shall receive on additional ticket for each position held.

[ ] Brackets....Remove
__Underline...New

PREZ SEZ
NOTICE: Dues Are Over Due!

Please remember to pay your PCSC dues for 2013. If paid during the month of March, add a
$5 late payment penalty. If not paid prior to April Fools Day, you will have to apply as a new
member. Either pay in person at a PCSC meeting or send via snail mail to: Ron Wray, Member-
ship Chairman, 5618 Bonfair Ave., Lakewood, CA 90712. Please note: Claim highgraders en-
gage in criminal trespass . Avoid the embarrassment of being caught. Please pay your dues.

A Word About Pets On The Claims And Outings
Unlike some other prospecting clubs, PCSC does not exclude pets from outings as a mat-

ter of general policy. Dogs come in all sizes but are not always obedient. Please be mindful of
your dog’s activities. We prospectors travel to outing locations at our own risk. So do our pets.
Consider obtaining a rattlesnake inoculation for Fido. Rattlesnake avoidance training also is rec-
ommended. Coyotes can and will prey on a domesticated dog – especially the small, the very
immature and the old or disabled canines. Coyotes are quite clever at luring domestic dogs away
from campsites. Even a large dog is no match against a whole pack of hungry coyotes. Domes-
tic dogs don’t always view each other the way we might like. Enough said. Please be careful.

Two Gorgeous Nuggets
PCSC is offering two gorgeous nuggets as special drawing prizes. The nuggets may be

inspected at the meetings. Tickets are only $1. See or contact Carole Wray for purchase of tick-
ets. Remember, in order to hook a fish requires a line in the water. Don’t miss out. The actual
drawing is scheduled for April 19th. (Cont. on Pg. 6)



PRESIDENT’S PAGE

MAJOR NEW RULING: L.A. Co. Flood Dist. vs. Nat. Res. Defense Council, Inc.,
et al, 568 U.S._____(2013).

The U.S. Supreme Court rendered an important 9-0 opinion on January 8,
2013 in the above referenced case, pregnant with major implications for the out-
come of suction dredge litigation and legislation here in California. This is so be-
cause a suction dredge merely transfers water between two parts of the same wa-
ter body. In the instant case the Ninth Circuit held that the Clean Water Act (CWA)
was violated when polluted water flowed from concrete lined portions of the Los
Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers into unlined portions of the same rivers. The Su-
preme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit in a unanimous opinion by noting that in a
prior 2004 opinion the Supreme Court held that the, “…transfer of polluted water
between ‘two parts of the same water body’ does not constitute a discharge of pol-
lutants under the CWA.”

The Supreme Court accepted a 2nd Circuit analogy that, “…[if] one takes a
ladle of soup from a pot, one has not ‘added’ soup or anything else to the pot.”

This opinion, though forceful, is not dispositive regarding the operation of a
suction dredge because the technical issue before the Supreme Court was narrow;
specifically it involved a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit.
Such permits apply to municipalities and are different from a suction dredge per-
mit. However, the logic appears applicable to a suction dredge analysis.

If the Ninth Circuit ruling were to stand, then outrageous hypotheticals would
seem to follow. For example, it could be argued that the catch and release of a
single fish, including a member of an endangered species, would be a violation of
the CWA! After all, the California Water Board itself has measured the presence of
methyl mercury levels contained in all California fish. Thus, the release of a living
fish back into a river would constitute a prima facie illegal “discharge” of toxic ma-
terial because the fish (and its toxic contents) is being “added” to the river. But the
new Supreme Court opinion seems to say this is not so, since the fish merely
would be placed back into the same river from whence it came without any addi-
tional thing being added that was not already there.

Hooray! For once some sanity seems to be restored to what otherwise pre-
sents as a convoluted maze of legal mumbo jumbo that has been used to trample
on the rights of suction dredge miners.

Martin H. Milas, PCSC President



I have a few brand new detectors for sale with a special
club member discount:
Gold Bug Pro with 5" coil.............. $549.00 + tax.
Gold Bug Pro with 5"&10" coils..... $649.00 + tax
Gold Bug DP with 11" relic coil...... $599.00 + tax
I will also offer a day's instruction at a club claim along with
the purchase.
Lucky Joe (562) 999-2428

FOR SALE
Pro-Camel 24” Spiral Wheel $395 (big brother of Desert
Fox; 3 yrs old; processes 400 lbs per hr; has 15 leads w/ 5
lead secondary stage; $895 brand new; uses very little wa-
ter) 818-957-4997 [Martin Milas]

Legal Developments
The first status conference in the con-

solidated suction dredge cases was held on
February 13th in Rancho Cucamonga before
the Hon. Gilbert G. Ochoa in Department R8.
At the status conference the court established
a briefing schedule and hearing date dead-
lines. The next hearing is scheduled for July
15th. Many miners attended the session.

On February 20th another case prelimi-
narily was argued in Quincy, CA. It is a crimi-
nal case in which one Brandon Reinhart is
charged with suction dredging without a per-
mit. Attorney James Buchal of Oregon ar-
gued that because California has banned the
issuance of permits, it is a legal impossibility
for a person to obtain a permit. Therefore,
argued attorney Buchal, the defendant should
not have been charged with this alleged crime
when the State of California itself has made it
impossible for a law abiding citizen to comply
while exercising his federal right to mine on
his own claim. The court has taken the matter
under submission for the time being while giv-
ing the defendant time to raise money to pay
for further representation.

Annual Awards Presentations Program
For the March 15th PCSC Meeting

Chris Carfrea has organized the Annual
PCSC presentations. Martin Milas, PCSC
President, will assist Chris in honoring those
who have given of their time and talents to
further our club’s interests.

BLM Delays Processing Of Delinquent Maintenance Fee Payments
Vickie Hays, Claims Chair, reports that BLM personnel informally have advised her they are

so swamped with implementing the new maintenance fee schedule, that additional time is being giv-
en to delinquent claim holders before formal notices are sent via certified mail. Therefore, certain
spots that Vickie has been watching as prospective new PCSC claims cannot yet be claimed. We
will have to wait it out a bit until BLM catches up will their backlog of paperwork. Meanwhile, there
are some spots that may require due diligence sampling. Stay tuned. More information will be forth-
coming to those who have signed up for these assignments.



Selling Or Leasing A Mining Claim?
This is a reminder that PCSC is interested in leasing or purchasing suitable placer mining

claims. If you know of anyone so inclined to lease or sell their claim, please contact Vickie Hays,
Claims Chair at 714-906-2970 or e-mail her at modelgrafx@aol.com.

An Interesting Suggestion
Jill Milas made a suggestion that is worthy of discussion. She inquired if PCSC could regu-

larly set aside some tables at each meeting for PCSC members to display items they have for sale.
Such display space would be free to members in good standing – perhaps along the side of the
meeting hall. Sellers would be asked to limit the items to prospecting related functions, would be
responsible for clearing their items by the close of the meeting and will be expected not to monopo-
lize the space, i.e., a small scale marketplace for non-profit exchanges. What do you think? Let’s
discuss this on March 15th.

Chief George Johnson
Our PCSC Crime Scene Search Unit founder and leader was scheduled for a dry dock visit

with old sawbones last month for some long deferred maintenance on his main boiler system. A
pesky flu virus flared up and caused this old sea dog to re-schedule his visit to the shipyard.
Please think good thoughts and say some prayers for Chief Johnson. If ever there was a man wor-
thy of such affection, none is more deserving than he. Meanwhile, Danny Parrino has taken on the
laboring oar of overseeing Crime Scene Search Unit activities.

2012 HONORED OFFICERS

PRESIDENT………………….......................................................................................................................MARTIN MILAS
VICE PRESIDENT…………….…................................................................................................................BILL SAMARIN
TREASURER……………….........................................................................................................................CHRIS CARFRAE
SECRETARY…………………………………………………………………….……..........................................MARILYN MORGAN

THREE YEAR HONOREES
ADVERTISING................................................................................................................................STEVE KARNO(2010-2012)
CIRCULATION................................................................................................................................RON WRAY(2010-2012)
EDITOR...........................................................................................................................................STEVE KARNO(2010-2012)
HISTORIAN.....................................................................................................................................MARILYN YOST(2003-2012)
MEMBERSHIP.................................................................................................................................RON & CAROLE WRAY(2010-2012)
MINING CLAIMS..............................................................................................................................MARTIN MILAS(2004-2012)
PROGRAM.......................................................................................................................................MARTIN MILAS(2010-2012)
PROSPECTING...............................................................................................................................JOE CHMIEL(2010-2012)
SGT. AT ARMS................................................................................................................................BILL SOKOLOFF(2010-2012)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MARTIN MILAS
CHRIS CARFRAE RAY GARCIA STEVE KARNO
GREG LaFRINERE BILL LeBRETON MARILYN MORGAN
DANNY PARRINO BILL SAMARIN NANCY WATERS RON WRAY

IN APPRECIATION

CRIME SCENE.........................................................................................................................GEORGE JOHNSON(1996-2012)
CURATOR................................................................................................................................MIKE SMITH(2008-2012)
50/50 DRAWING.......................................................................................................................VICKI LEON(1994-2012)
GRAND DRAWING...................................................................................................................GREG LaFRINERE(2012)
PARLIAMENTARIAN................................................................................................................MARILYN MORGAN1975-2012)
RECEPTIONIST........................................................................................................................SUSANNA PARRINO(2011-2012)
REFRESHMENTS.....................................................................................................................JILL MILAS(2012)
SPECIAL DRAWING.................................................................................................................CAROLE WRAY(2011-2012)
TREASURE HUNT....................................................................................................................MARVIN BLAIR(2011-2012)
WAYS & MEANS.......................................................................................................................NANCY WATERS(2011-2012)
WE CARE..................................................................................................................................VICKI LEON(1994-2012)
WEB MASTER...........................................................................................................................ART MORGAN(2009-2012)

2012 AWARDS COMMITTEE
CHUCK & CHRIS CARFRAE

2012 NOMINATING COMMITTEE
ALBERTO MAFUD

RAY KENDER STEVEN DUPREY
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The PCSC meets at 8:00 pm
on the third Friday night of
each month at the Downey
Woman’s Center, 9813 Para-
mount Blvd., city of
Downey, California.

The meeting hall is on the
S.W. corner of Paramount
Blvd. and Lubec. (One
block north of Florence Ave.
on Paramount Blvd.)

Guests are always welcome!
For more information, see
our web site at:

www.prospectorsclub.org

PCSC Meeting Information


